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Abstract: A Recommender System now becoming decision maker for the people who lack sufficient personal experience to evaluate the items that are on website. It provides recommendation for specific items such as books, news, tourism services etc. Personalization is common term for improving online services and attract more users. The previous recommender system like Amazon, Suggest, e-bay provide suggestion for specific items but drawback that service provider can see the ratings of users. It may happen that owner can give more ratings for particular item and can increase product popularity. This results in misleading to user and privacy is violated. In our flexible recommender system users give ratings for some product in encrypted format, so service provider does not able to decrypt it. In this recommender system users decision time is saved, because time plays vital role in recommender system. During less amount of time user should get more rated products.
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I. INTRODUCTION

RS are software agents that elicit the interests and preferences of individual consumers and make recommendations accordingly. They have the potential to support and improve the quality of the decision consumers make while searching for and selecting products online. Crores of people are using online services for their personal use. Most of people share data to service provider. Consider the following services.

Tourism services
In this people share their personal data to tourism services which then process and book the tickets and hotels.

Online Shopping
Many people use this for shopping cheap and quality products. Service provider collects user data like user preferences and click logs.

Facebook
In face book, people share their personal images, videos to their friends. Service provider has right to process collected data and sends to third parties. User’s data is collected from user profiles and behavior

In all of the above services and many others recommender system based on collaborative techniques collect and process user information. From all of the above services people get benefit but direct access to private data of users have potentially risk that their important ratings get violated. Recent studies of recommender system show that privacy violation threatens the healthy growth of e-business. Therefore it is important to preserve the privacy of online customer for the benefit of both individual and e-business.

In this paper, we propose a cryptographic solution for preserving the privacy of customers in recommender system. In short private information of customers are kept secret and service provider generates recommendation by processing encrypted data.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

In previous recommender system canny propose a model to protect the privacy of users based on a probabilistic factor analysis model by using similar approach[3].Polat and Du suggest randomized technique[10,11].In this paper they use dummy set that cancels out result is good estimation of required output. In [5], Erkin put forward homomorphic encryption and multi party computation technique which gives secure data protection. But they suffer from computation and communication latency. In [6], An agent based system where trusted software is used but not provide accuracy to user. In [12] cryptography is used to increase reliability of forecast and correlarlion. In some recommender system privacy is maintained but not the accuracy, when system tries to get accuracy we don’t get accuracy so little bit tradeoff between privacy and accuracy. This happens due to distributed aggregation. In some scenario technique to hide data is put forward which uses statistical approach but this technique is not completely secure [10]. In some recommender system Perturbed rating is used which disguise the contents and users original contents is not preserved because pattern matching
algorithm find the Perturbed rating in some fraction of seconds[9]. In some recommender system decision tree learning with ID3 algorithm is preferred but this protocol have few seconds of communication and less bandwidth[6]. Recommendation generation is done using cryptography but drawback of this method is they are extremely slow and have extra overhead[14]. Erkin propose protocol based on cryptographic technique, which was better than previous one but drawback was users were participated which makes overall recommender system vulnerable, in that single user have to perform thousands of calculation of encryption and decryption which causes recommender system expensive for the users[16], but we want Recommender system which is flexible, user friendly and dynamic. In our proposed system, we will generate Recommender System which doesn’t provide overhead on user, communication cost and bandwidth is minimized and user gets quick response of updated products.

OUR CONTRIBUTION

In our proposed work we aim to generate private recommender system which is dynamic, flexible and user get updated products. We use dynamic module which checks for updated stack entry and if new product found then database will be updated and Service provider get new product for similarity computation and user get more and more new products for online shopping.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Service Provider:

Service Provider who provides services to user. He has a business interest in generating recommendation for his customers. He has resources for storage and processing. SP calculates recommendation on encrypted data.

Privacy Service Provider:

We include this third party to eliminate the need for active participation of users in computations. PSP has private keys for Paillier system. PSP calculates sum and similarity values. PSP completes his assigned task effectively without observing private data of customer.

Users:

Users are customers, based on their choices (rating), the service provider generated recommendations for them. Users upload their private data to service provider.

Service provider and PSP runs a cryptographic protocol between them and generates recommendation. Cryptographic protocol between SP and PSP has to work on encrypted data which is difficult task, so we use secure multiplication and decryption protocol to reduce overhead to the system.

We have included dynamic module which checks for stack updates. If new product entry occurs then it will be send to SP, SP sends it to PSP which decrypt and send results to SP and last SP generates recommendation sends results to users.

Users get results of their choices, preferences.
A. ALGORITHM X
Step 1: Every user encrypts array by using public key of PSP and sends this encrypted data to PSP.
Step 2: Service provider & PSP calculate encrypted similarity value between user A and all other user.
Step 3: Most similar users are found by comparing each similarity value with publicly threshold value d.
Step 4: The service provider also calculate encrypted sum of ratings given by end user.
Step 5: Service provider calculate total no. of users with similarity value above threshold.
Step 6: Sp then decrypts data using decryption algorithm.

B. ALGORITHM Y
Step 1: Enter the no. of products & user ratings.
Step 2: Create 2 threads one thread for similarity computation & other thread for ALGORITHM X
Step 3: Run ALGORITHM X parallel.
Step 4: ALGORITHM Y will dynamically poll and will find out latest no. of products and will calculate similarity.

In proposed algorithm, we simply use secure encryption and decryption of user ratings. User first request for service from server. In this user rating is collected from encrypted form then it sends to SP. User encrypt ratings using public key of PSP. Service provider doesn’t disclose user profiles, important information because he is unable to decrypt it. SP uses third party PSP to reduce overhead on user. User is not actively participated in recommendation generation process. He has to give best choices (ratings) and get best product for their use. PSP and SP works on interactive protocol to follow rules of recommender process.PSP decrypts user contents but doesn’t disclose user information. In this way user privacy is maintained.PSP sends generated recommendation to SP,SP forward generated recommendation to user, so user get private recommendation and also newly updated product ratings.

C: WORKFLOW OF PROPOSED SYSTEM

IV. DATA SET
1. Input to recommender system is ratings, preferences, demographics in encrypted format.
2. Output is generated recommendation, Relevance score. Used for ranking.
3. Processing include Database construction, Similarity Computation, calculation of SUM and generating recommendation.

To generate recommendation system requires preference vector Va and Vb each for similarity computation and other for generating recommendation. Va is a set of rating given by user 1 for product1. Vb is a set of rating given by user 2 for product1. Vn is set of rating given by n user for product1. Likewise we calculate average rating given by user for particular item. After that product popularity and goodness is defined.
Specific user will give specific recommendation for specific product so rating given by user for particular product is true ratings.

V. Result Set
1. In the result set user get generated private recommendation.
2. We believe that it’s a true ratings not perturbated ratings.

VI. Conclusion
Recent studies show that the privacy consideration in online e-commerce services is one of the most important scenarios that threaten the healthy growth of e-business. Therefore it is important to preserve the privacy of users of online e-commerce services for the benefit of both users and e-business.

In our dissertation work, we aim to build system that will generate recommendation privately using homomorphic Cryptography and we extend our work by designing new privacy preserving technique for recommendation generation by considering dynamic behavior. We believe that our dissertation will help in building safe and secure online E-commerce application.

In Future, attribute based encryption can be considered where many users attributes will be used for recommendation generation.
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